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Copyright Societies in India 

In India, a copyright society is registered beneath Section 33 of the Copyright Act, 1957. Such 

societies are fashioned by authors and owners and only one society may be registered to do 

business in respect of the identical elegance of works. Formation of a copyright society requires 

minimum of seven contributors. The enterprise of providing licence for any dramatic, artistic, 

musical, or literary work integrated in cinematic or sound recording shape must be finished 

best through a copyright society duly registered beneath this Act. The length for registration 

granted to a copyright society is 5 years, and it can be renewed before expiry of this period or 

on the quilt of it. 

Effect of Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012 on Copyright Societies 

The Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012 (2012 Amendment) got here into force with the 

number one goal of setting up an equitable and simple framework for administration of 

copyright and sharing of revenue to defend the rights of proprietors and authors incorporated 

in cinematography and audio recordings. The modification of 2012 delivered to the load with 

respect to "issuing or granting licence" in admire to the above referred works. Previously, the 

Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1994 introduced Section 33 to the Act which made it obligatory 

that best copyright societies can grant licence or difficulty copyright licence. As a part of the 

2012 Amendment, segment 33(3A) was introduced, which laid down a new tenet that any 

copyright society carrying out the enterprise of granting or issuing copyright licence ought to 

check in itself once more in the period of twelve months, from the date of the amendment. 

Therefore, any copyright society which existed before the amendment has to re-register itself 

within the given time frame. Also, there has been no punishment prescribed in case any 

copyright society fails to achieve this.1 

Problems with the Amendments in 2012 and 1994 

	
1 https://www.mondaq.com/india/copyright/750676/copyright-societies-and-the-copyright-amendment-act-2012 
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There are always 2 sides of each coin. Though the trying of government inside the amendments 

changed into authentic, there are certain ambiguities that jeopardise the hobby of non-author 

proprietors of a copyright, in case of innovative works. Section 33 which turned into inserted 

by way of the 1994 Amendment mandated most effective the copyright societies to hold inside 

the commercial enterprise of "issuing or granting licence" for creative works. But it does not 

say anything about the copyrightable paintings. Also, it needs to be considered that Section 18 

of the Act says that the proprietor of innovative paintings can assign the copyright to any "man 

or woman". Therefore, a proprietor or creator has the right to assign his copyright to a 

manufacturing corporation, and even has the right to assign it to another person on the same 

time. So, in one of these processes, forming a copyright society is not important. However, a 

selected bar is created by way of Section 33 on any other person or entity who may be assigned 

the sort of proper category as stated in Section 18 to trouble these licence as a copyright creator 

or owner of a copyrightable work. The ambiguity is that simplest a copyright society has the 

proper to get concerned in business of trouble of licence through virtue of Section 33, even if 

under Section 30 the copyright proprietor has the legitimate proper licence a piece. Section 30 

and 18 are provisions of the act since it got here into lifestyles. The effect on those sections by 

way of Section 33 which changed into ‘delivered later’ has not been clarified either by the 

statue or any of the amendments. It remains ambiguous as to whether Section 18 and 30 will 

prevail over Section 33 or no longer, this in the long run ends in high legal ambiguity whilst 

deciding the topics via the courts. 

It is an obligatory for the production businesses in the track and movie industries to interact 

third events for amassing and licencing and for collecting public performance licences as 

properly for collection of expenses in that appreciate. Alternatively, there is an option to assign, 

in terms of Section 18, public overall performance rights to birthday celebration accumulating 

and licencing our bodies who can reveal such proper that allows you to make certain that no 

infringement of any copyright is accomplished by using the non-owners. The third birthday 

party because of their specialization in such activities make certain that no infringement in any 

form is performed in united states like India with this type of big population. An excellent 

instance of this type of situation is the case of Novex Communication (P) Ltd., an organisation, 

which as according to its website, in terms of Section 30, is holding authorization as sellers or 

is assigned with rights under Section 18 for management of copyright and licencing purposes.2 

	
2	http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/417/Copyright-Societies.html	
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There is a presence of felony vacuum upon the pastimes of the celebration licencing entities 

carrying out the work of issuing and granting licence in respect of creative works. The 2012 

Amendment may have clarified the location with reference to the equal, but it has handiest 

added up to the ambiguity with the aid of presenting a brand-new sub-segment (1) of Section 

33. Now, in line with this segment, simplest a copyright society can perform the paintings of 

commercial enterprise of granting licence for issuing or granting of any copyright with 

recognize to any dramatic, artistic, literary musical or artistic work incorporated in a film or 

sound recording. This proviso leaves bodies like Novex on an uncertain footing legally. The 

collective administration of copyright by using a society is an idea wherein management and 

protection of copyright in numerous works are undertaken by means of the stated society of 

authors and different owners of such works. In India, a copyright society is registered 

underneath Section 33 of the Copyright Act, 1957. Such a society is fashioned by authors and 

other copyright owners which may also encompass licensing entities by means of distinctive 

feature of venture from the original author. The business of issuing or granting license in 

appreciate of literary, dramatic, musical, and inventive works incorporated in cinematograph 

movies or sound recordings shall be carried out only thru a copyright society duly registered 

underneath this Act. Ordinarily, most effective one society is registered to do enterprise in 

admire of the equal elegance of labour. 

The minimal club required for the registration of a copyright society is seven. On registration, 

a copyright society remains in life for five years, after which it needs to practice for renewal. 

The capabilities of a copyright society encompass prescribing a license price according to its 

“Scheme of Tariffs” as decided by the individuals of the society. Under the Copyright Rules, 

2013, every society must publish its tariff scheme on an ordinary foundation. The society 

additionally decides how the amassed fees will be disbursed among the members of the 

society.3 

 

 

 

	
3 Law of Intellectual Property ----------- DR. S. R. MYNENI. 
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What are IPRS and PPL? 

The Indian Performing Right Society (IPRS) and Phonographic Performance Limited (PPL) 

were Copyright societies registered beneath Section 33 of the Copyright Act, 1957. IPRS got 

here into life on 23rd August 1969 to administer and trouble license for usage of all appearing 

rights related to composition and lyrics and got registered as a copyright society in 1996. 

The Indian Phonographic Industry (IPI), the association of phonogram manufacturers was 

installed in 1936. Subsequently, it decided to form a specialised body to administer the general 

public overall performance and broadcasting rights, and so Phonographic Performance Limited 

(PPL) came into being in 1941 and just like IPRS, it also was given registered itself as a 

copyright society beneath the Copyright Act, 1957. 

Controversy involving the legitimacy of IPRS and PPL 

In 2012, the Copyright Act changed into amended and a sequence of adjustments have been 

included. Following the amendment, string of litigation, unfolding of data and decisions came 

to the attention. The said amendment changed into made in Section 33 of the Act wherein 

subsection 3A turned into inserted, the proviso to which said “each copyright society already 

registered before the coming into pressure of the copyright (modification) Act, 2012 shall get 

itself registered underneath this bankruptcy inside a period of twelve months from the date of 

graduation of the Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012”, and came into pressure on the 21st of 

June, 2012. 

Both IPRS and PPL applied for re-registration on 8th May 2013 and 10th 2013 respectively 

which became only a month prior to the expiration of the granted length for re-registration. 

However, IPRS in a letter dated second June 2014 and PPL in a letter dated 20th May 2014, 

expressed their purpose to withdraw their software for re-registration. Thus, because of failure 

to re-sign up IPRS and PPL, the copyright societies were routinely disqualified to perform as 

Copyright societies underneath Section 33 of the Indian Copyright Act. 

Now, both the entities function as Private Limited Companies, registered under the Companies 

Act. Such aforesaid actions by using IPRS and PPL should have ensued because of the 

amendments added about in 2012. It can be pertinent to word that authors of copyrighted works 

commonly assign their rights in favour of IPRS or PPL for the licensing of said rights. The 

change in 2012 resulted inside the change wherein “owners of the proper” in Section 33 became 

substituted with the aid of “authors and other owners of proper”. Therefore, as in line with 
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Sections 33(4) and 33(5), the Central Government by way of virtue of the change should intrude 

within the management of the stated copyright society if the affairs of such society were being 

conducted opposite to the pursuits of the authors of the copyrighted works.4 

Moreover, by using virtue of the modification, a creator of a copyrighted paintings shall have 

the right to withdraw the distinct authorisation given to the copyright society to manage any 

proper work without prejudice to the rights of the said society below any agreement. Further, 

Section 35 has been amended to offer that every copyright society shall have a governing body 

with such wide variety of individuals elected from many of the individuals of the society, 

inclusive of same range of authors and owners of work for the purpose of the administration of 

the society. Section 35(four) offers that each one individuals of a copyright society shall 

experience same membership rights and there will be no discrimination among authors and 

owners of rights inside the distribution of royalties. 

IPRS v. Union of India and Ors. & Hasan Kamal v. Union of India (Writ 

Petition no. 2384/2014 with 2236/2014) 

There had been several proceedings keeping IPRS in limelight for irregularities which ranged 

from non-distribution of royalties, unlawful sub-licensing of royalties, unlawful switch of 

mechanical rights and ring-tones royalties to another copyright society- PPL and lastly, forging 

signatures and misrepresentation to the Ministry of HRD. All those acts were violation of 

Sections 33-35 of the Copyright Act, 1957. Taking cognizance of such court cases, the 

government proceeded to pass an order to employ an Enquiry Officer to make important 

enquiries into alleged court cases and to offer guidelines to improve the management of IPRS, 

and Justice Shri Mukul Mudgal became appointed. Post that, IPRS moved the High Court of 

Bombay and argued that  Rule 50 of Copyright Rules, 2013 gives for the appointment of an 

office above the rank of Deputy Secretary to the Government of India for the purposes of this 

enquiry and contended that the appointment of a former Chief Justice of the Punjab and 

Haryana High Court turned into no longer in compliance with the provisions of the Act. 

However, later in September 2014, the Justice resigned from the submit of Enquiry officer, as 

he did not want his qualifications to be a subject dependent on litigation.5 

It similarly contended that since it did not re-sign in itself as a copyright society as according 

to the modification, the order become inapplicable since it become made on the idea that IPRS 

	
4 Intellectual Property Law -------------- P. NARAYANAN. 
5 https://www.mondaq.com/india/copyright/463106/copyright-society-under-the-copyright-act-1957 
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became nevertheless functioning as a ‘copyright society’. The High Court dismissed IPRS’s 

contention and said that if such contentions had been to be time-honoured, “it would be adding 

top class to dishonesty” because it was a registered society from 1996 to 2013. In this regard, 

the Court stated. “We do now not think that the Legislature meant such an absurd result. We 

are, consequently, truly of the view that the Central Government had jurisdiction to shape a 

prima facie opinion that an enquiry is needed to be conducted into the affairs of the petitioner 

society in admire of the alleged violations of the Act and the Rules” IPRS moved the Supreme 

Court of India through a Special Leave Petition which become brushed off. 

Whether IPRS and PPL can be construed as Copyright Societies or no 

longer? 

The query as to whether IPRS and PPL are to perform as copyright societies is essential as 

Section 33 of Copyright Act allows only a registered copyright society or an accepted agent to 

perform the business of issuing and granting licenses. Both IPRS and PPL have publicly stated 

that they're not registered copyright societies and even the Ludhiana High Court dominated 

that IPRS become now not a registered society in 2013. 

Interplay among Section 30 and Section 33 

Section 30 of the Act gives that “the proprietor of the copyright in any current work or the 

prospective owner of the copyright in any future paintings may additionally provide any 

interest in the proper through licence in writing signed by means of him or by his duly 

authorised agent”. Thus, Section 30 offers for granting the license by means of agents on behalf 

of the owner. In the cutting-edge situation, the 2 entities, IPRS and PPL, declare to 

characteristic as dealers of their members and consequently supply license inside the call of the 

agent. Section 33 of the Act presents, “No person or association of folks shall keep on the 

enterprise of issuing or granting licences in respect of any paintings wherein copyright subsists 

or in respect of other rights conferred by this Act except underneath or in accordance with the 

registration granted”. 

IPRS’ and PPL’s claim of functioning below Section 30 is overlapped by Section 33.  It wishes 

to be reiterated that for the cause of issuing or granting license, the entity desires to be a 

copyright society registered under the Indian Copyright Act. However, IPRS and PPL hold that 

they are no longer copyright societies, and therefore don’t come below the ambit of Copyright 

Act. Despite this, IPRS and PPL have time and again acted in any other case. In 2014, the IPRS 
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filed a fit on the Delhi High Court where it tested that it become a copyright society, absolutely 

contradicting itself. In the same year, in different two instances — namely, IPRS v. Goodwin 

Jewellers and ors. – CS(OS)871/2014, and IPRS v. Black and White Media India and ors. – 

CS(OS)1274/2014, it approached the Delhi High Court as a copyright society, correctly coping 

with to get the court to rule in its favour thereby digging its own grave.6 

Leopold Café Stores v. Novex Communications Pvt. Ltd. [Citation – Order in Notice 

Motion No. 1451 of 2014 in Suit (L) NO. 603 OF 2014] 

In this example Hon’ble Bombay HC determined that “every agent additionally ‘carries on 

commercial enterprise’. However, this is the business of organisation, with the agent 

functioning as such, i.e., definitely indicating that it is performing on behalf of any other person 

who holds the copyright. This is the handiest way both Section 33 and Section 30 may be 

harmonized. An absolute bar even on an organization, invoking Section 33, would certainly 

run afoul of the plain language of Section 30 and render the words “or via his duly permitted 

agent” totally otiose.” “In order to qualify an agent, it is far important for the agent to reveal 

that it's miles acting for and on behalf of the copyright proprietor in all the relevant documents.” 

Thus, license granted by way of IPRS and PPL can be simplest in the name of copyright holder 

and no longer itself. On 14th August 2015, the Central Government introduced the appointment 

of Y.P.C. Dangey, retired joint secretary and felony adviser of the Department of Legal Affairs 

within the Ministry of Law and Justice as Inquiry Officer to investigate the inconsistencies and 

irregularities via IPRS and PPL all during its lifestyles and put up a report. Further, IPRS 

changed into unsuccessful in shifting a writ petition concerning Dangey’s appointment against 

Union of India. 

Chitra Jagjit Singh vs. The Indian Performing Rights Society [Citation – 

MANU/DE/0917/2016)] 

In 2016, Delhi High Court restricted IPRS from granting any license in recognition of the works 

of Jagjit Singh, and additionally, from recovering license price from any third party in respect 

of the works, although it endured to collect license charge regardless of the order. This case is 

landmark within the experience that for the primary time courtroom taken into consideration 

that IPRS isn't always competent in issuing license and gathering license rate, in furtherance of 

the choice of the courtroom in the case of Novex Communications which changed into 

	
6	https://www.khuranaandkhurana.com/2017/08/26/legitimacy-of-iprs-and-ppl/	
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uncertain on the standing of unregistered societies. The Hon’ble Court held that IPRS can't 

claim to feature as an enterprise whilst its miles issuing licenses inside the ability of a copyright 

society and as a result, cannot issue licenses without being registered as such under the 

Copyright Act.7 

Recent Development 

While Enquiry Commission’s record continues to be awaited, there has been a wonderful 

improvement as IPRS appointed Javed Akhtar – a referred to poet, lyricist, scriptwriter as their 

chairman and Achille Foler – copyright administrator as a permanent marketing consultant of 

the board. Javed Akhtar on his appointment said that it’s a “new bankruptcy” and “writers, 

composers and publishers have risen above the beyond conflicts and have taken a pledge to 

paintings together for the enhancement of Indian Music Industry’s reach and prosperity.” 

Another high-quality step, taken by means of IPRS as it held the Extraordinary General 

Meeting at the 9th February 2017, which aimed to update the Articles of Association. Moreover, 

it had been reported that the revamped IPRS has followed a new operating charter which 

absolutely in sync with the amended Copyright Act. The number one objective being, rightful 

royalty flow to the right’s proprietors, whilst simplifying the license method for the cease users. 

Functions of Copyright Society 

A copyright society might also:  

1) Issue licenses in recognition of the rights administered by the society.  

2) Collect fees in pursuance of such licenses.  

3) Distribute such prices among owners of copyright after making deductions for the executive 

fees. 

The State of Indian Copyright Societies (And Assorted Bodies) After the 

Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012 

It has now been over 6 years since progressive Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012 changed 

into passed by means of Parliament. As maximum of our readers may also consider, the history 

to that modification becoming corrupted in Indian copyright societies and allegations of 

	
7	https://spicyip.com/2018/08/the-state-of-indian-copyright-societies-and-assorted-bodies-after-the-
copyright-amendment-act-2012.html	
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patently unfair contracts being thrust onto Indian composers and lyricists. The amendments 

were aimed at changing the regulatory framework for Indian copyright societies and placing 

statutory safeguards to protect songwriters and composers. We have protected the history of 

those amendments notably in this weblog. A key issue of the brand-new law has been 

provisions aimed towards reforming current copyright societies. When a motel proprietor 

performs a sound recording, as in keeping with traditional copyright knowledge, the hotel 

proprietor could have you obtain a license from the copyright owner in the sound recording 

and another set of licenses from the songwriter and track composer. The license for the sound 

recording was once procured from PPL, while the license for the track and lyrics is procured 

from IPRS. Thanks to the Aditya Pandey judgment of the Supreme Court, there may be now 

an argument being made that the licence from IPRS is not required if PPL presents a licence. 

The Supreme Court’s selection is exceptionally questionable and threatened to lessen IPRS to 

amassing royalties from only live performances of music wherein sound recordings have been 

no longer involved. 

Post 2012, the problem for customers became greater complicated seeing that singers claimed 

that even they should be remunerated. There is a Delhi High Court choice that helps this 

function, however it's a far vulnerable precedent. Post 2012, the Indian Singers Rights 

Association (ISRA) became shaped as a copyright society to say the rights of singers traumatic 

that a third license be procured from it (apart from IPRS and PPL). IPRS and PPL both bumped 

into difficult weather while it came to their re-registration as copyright societies. The crucial 

government announced an inquiry into the functioning of the Indian Performing Rights Society 

(IPRS). The government appointed a Commission of Inquiry headed through a retired 

bureaucrat Dr. Y. P. C. Dangey. Although this fee turned into appointment in 2015 and it 

submitted its record to the authorities, the record is but to be made public. I filed a utility 

beneath the Right to Information Act, 2005 with the government but was denied a replica of 

the report. While IPRS was finally re-registered by way of the Copyright Office, PPL’s 

registration remains pending. To add to the confusion, a fourth company called Novex 

Communications Pvt. Ltd. started collecting public performance royalties, as a de-facto 

copyright society, on behalf of a selection of bunch of tune labels along with Yash Raj Films, 

Tips etc. Under the regulation, PPL and Novex cannot be inside the business of issuing licenses 

except they sign up themselves as copyright societies. They, however, to maintain accumulate 
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licenses beneath the guise of different prison fictions – while Novex claims it is an agent, PPL 

claims that it owns the rights in all the tune.8 

The annual reviews for IPRS and ISRA for 2016-17 are available at the websites of the 

businesses. For 2016-17, IPRS earned a licensing charge of Rs. 33.06 crores throughout 

broadcasting, public overall performance (bars & activities), affiliated societies, webcasting, 

and foreign places royalties. In the sector of Indian song, a sum of Rs. 33 crores are just peanuts. 

Back in FY 2008-09, IPRS began earning a sum of Rs. 26 crores and this changed into a 

recession 12 months. A boom of simply Rs. 7 crores over a decade is insignificant. The other 

registered copyright society, ISRA is doing even worse. According to its annual document, its 

earnings for FY 2016-17 is at a grand total of Rs. 88.21 lakhs of which Rs. 62.20 lakhs are 

from licensing rights. Its annual record reads the maximum positive of any criminal file that I 

even have studied so far. 

Novex Communications is not doing that well both. For FY 2016-17, Novex reported a total 

revenue of Rs. 9.05 crores and a lack of Rs. 1.2 crores. Since the agency’s annual record is 

quite indistinct and due to the fact, the organisation has other businesses, it isn't always clear 

whether the complete sum of Rs. 9.05 crores are from public overall performance licensing. 

Now permit’s get to the big dog in the room – PPL. In FY 2016-17, PPL earned a whopping 

sum of Rs. 140 crores, that's down from its previous 12 month’s earnings of Rs. 177 crores. 

While those figures are incredible when in comparison with IPRS, it isn't always brilliant when 

contrasted to PPL’s profits from nearly a decade ago. In 2009-10, PPL’s revenues were at Rs. 

203 crores. So, in other phrases, PPL is earning less these days than what it was lower back in 

the day. One feasible motive will be that the numerous song labels at PPL have selected to 

withdraw their works from PPL and license them personally – there may be no other logical 

reason behind the shrinkage of PPL’s revenues mainly, when the virtual space is truly 

exploding with new offers and call tune. 

I bet the query on all and sundry’s mind is why exactly are PPL’s sales so much better than 

IPRS’? When a valid recording is performed, it follows that the tune and lyrics also are being 

played, and if I’m now not flawed, in most international locations the royalties for song and 

lyrics are appreciably better than sound recording. That is because the ability required to 

compose music and lyrics is far extra than growing a sound recording. In India, from what I 

	
8 https://spicyip.com/2020/03/injunctions-against-playing-copyright-protected-music-songs-during-celebrations-
parties.html 
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recognize PPL always charged higher royalties than IPRS. One possible answer for PPL 

logging much higher royalties is that the Aditya Pandey decision may be interpreted to require 

licenses from simplest PPL and no longer IPRS. The other feasible purpose is that PPL is more 

aggressive than IPRS in relation to royalty series.9 

Legal charges 

The final difficulty that jumps from the pages of those annual reports is the money being spent 

on criminal charges by IPRS, ISRA and PPL. ISRA with rarely any litigation has spent Rs. 

46.12 lakhs as prison and expert costs. That is sort of 1/2 of its sales. IPRS, additionally, has 

shown thoughts-boggling felony charges. In 2016-17, IPRS spent Rs. 6.74 crores on prison 

fees – this is higher than the Rs. 5.79 crores it spent in 2015-16. Together this is Rs. 12.53 

crores on legal professionals in two years. In contrast to its royalty distribution to its members 

for the identical length of two years has been Rs. 21.4 crores. PPL however, which has initiated 

dozens of lawsuits throughout the country has spent a sum of Rs. 6.52 crores + Rs 3.45 crores 

(Rs. 9.97 crores) for the identical period, on its attorneys but the royalty distribution to its 

members for the same term is at Rs. 247 crores. 

Injunctions towards Playing Copyright Protected Music/Songs During 

Celebrations/Parties 

The recent orders of the Madras High Court in Phonographic Performance Ltd. Vs. The Accord 

Metropolitan & Ors. and Indian Performing Right Society Ltd vs. K Murali and Ors., in 

addition to those of the Bombay High Court in six linked subjects (Phonographic Performance 

Ltd v. Hotel Hilton & Ors. and five others similar matters) had been widely mentioned in 

media. All the Plaintiff associations acquired period in-between injunctions against 

motels/pubs/occasion organizers from playing any of the copyrighted works they claim to 

manipulate in Christmas/New Year parties. The orders cowl to both stay bands in addition to 

playing the sound recordings through song structures. Unfortunately, the orders did not 

certainly deliver a lot of reasoning apart from ticking the bins in a precise way. Further research 

led me to a lengthier article that is anticipated to be published with the Journal of Intellectual 

Property Studies (Volume II Issue II) (predicted April 2020). However, with the permission of 

the journal, I desired to summarize my conclusions here. 

	
9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_copyright_collection_societies 
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The conclusions I attract stated forthcoming article are as follows- 

• Copyright holders may want to potentially make out a prima-facie case that such acts 

quantity to copyright infringement beneath the top “conversation to the general public”. 

• The above point would be applicable to all copyright holders qua literary works (lyrics), 

musical works (composition), overall performance (performers) and of path, song labels (sound 

recordings). 

• In addition, qua literary works (lyrics) and musical works, stay events could also be 

potentially tagged as infringing underneath the pinnacle “perform inside the public”. 

I emphasize the word “ought to” in the above conclusions due to the fact I do now believe that 

is a slam-dunk trouble. I draw a parallel with overseas jurisprudence on the challenge. There 

are some subjective elements for a Court to understand in such instances. My contention is that, 

at a minimal, it calls for certain set of things for the Court to recollect (and for the parties to 

argue), and for such elements to be elucidated within the orders. Another critical problem I 

raise within the article is the status of the Plaintiff institutions in such instances (pretty apart 

from the problem of whether or not simplest registered copyright societies can report such 

claims). There is a critical distinction to be made between gathering businesses 

representing/handling the rights of authors/performers on the only hand and the collecting 

businesses representing/ handling the rights of music labels. In principle, every ‘track’ so to 

speak comprises a couple of difficulty subjects every with separate set of rights attached to it 

– the lyrics, the musical paintings, the overall performance rights of the performers and the 

sound recording itself (one might also add a cinematograph movie to this listing, because the 

case may be). Thus, every proper holder for each challenge remember (and therefore, those 

representing such right holders) may have a criminal right to sue. Typically, the authors within 

the underlying works tend to assign their rights to the song label, at the same time as, of course, 

underneath the 2012 Amendment, maintaining the proper to searching for remuneration on an 

same basis put up-mission.10 

Conclusion 

Copyright societies which might be formed for a reason of granting or issuing licences for 

utilization of any creative paintings are being positioned up at an extra ambiguous function 

after the 2012 amendment. This ambiguity has no longer being resolved by any judicial 

	
10 http://iprmentlaw.com/2018/03/18/copyright-societies-in-india-compliance-issues/ 
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pronouncement until date. There are few judgements via few High Courts at the stated 

difficulty, however, they too are contradictory and indecisive. Given the developing degree of 

the copyright laws in India, there are high probabilities that the following licencing disputed 

will allow High Courts or even Supreme Court to interpret the regulation and lay down right 

role in order to avoid any form of ambiguity. 


